
CITRONIUM
FRESH SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Citronium - a team of experienced software developers. Since 2007 we create 
solutions for international markets. We are the real experts in the sphere of 
mobile and web application development, websites, data storage and 
processing system, online booking system, facility management, 
geoinformation system and interactive navigation. Citronium company has 
built up a reputation of a serious, stable and reliable partner. We do our best to 
find the perfect solution for clients’ aims and to promote their business to a 
new level. 

WE DEVELOP:

Mobile and web applications
Websites of any complexity

Data processing systems
Software for Mac, Windows

Web and polygraphic design
User interface



PLOTPAD
Cloud-based solution for the 

construction sphere. Availiable for three 
mobile platforms, desktops and laptop 

computers. Aimed at designer 
supervision and quality control 

automatization.
http://plotpad.com

EXPOSPARK
A tool for the effective interactive 
exhibition management, with the 

reflection of any changes on the website 
in real time.

http://expospark.com

PLANSTERY
It's a multipurpose solution to convert a 
2D drawing file into interactive plan. It 
allows to     visualize and observe objects 
in real time.
http://planstery.com

OUR PRODUCTS:



CRIGHT
The mobile app “CRight” broadened 

opportunities of the CRight desktop 

project and made the work with the 

digital content delivery even more 

intelligible.

http://goo.gl/PDBdxo

http://goo.gl/pxbLAa

WRIGGLE
Our team and Gainly Ltd. created the 

exclusive app for “last-minute” 

restaurant offers. The start-up rose from 

obscurity and got into the headlines of 

all famous mobile app reviews.

http://goo.gl/LMUTLC

http://goo.gl/a2WPTB

WIKIMART
Shop online, no matter where you are. 

It’s the main principal of the mobile app 

Wikimart. “Friendly” UI makes it as easy 

as possible.

http://goo.gl/JbWD7L

http://goo.gl/JfuArv

MOBILE APPS:



AUTOCHARTIST
In association with the Autochartist 

company we developed the app which 

“tanked” the whole chart pattern 

recognition platform for Brokers and 

Market Makers to the mobile market.

http://goo.gl/pUwe9N

http://goo.gl/iIxENc

SUNNY
The Mobile App for the Hotel “Sunny” is a 

convenient location guide for the 

customers of the hotel. 

http://goo.gl/3zE1RY

http://goo.gl/pYemRq

FIZIONOM
The latest research data in the field of 

“Psychological typologies” became 

available for everyday using.

http://goo.gl/2MR9Ty

http://goo.gl/1vVLqc

MOBILE APPS:



APPLICATION 
CRAFT

Mobile and web application development 

platform (on demand of Application 

Craft UK Ltd, UK).

SALTS
Hospital management system. The full 

database of all patients of the clinic.

RUBY LOGIC
Smart learning management system. It 

simplifies activities of both teachers and 

students by providing them with 

interactive student’s books, activity 

books and worksheets.

OUTSOURCING:



OUR TESTIMONIALS:

MARK KOTIK
I contracted Citronium to develop software to manage a large and complex advanced 
battery system that needed to be scalable and adaptable to changing design engineering 
functions. We were able to establish a remote connection for debugging and testing the 
software on the prototype battery systems even though we were on opposite sides of the 
world.
In the end the software delivered met - and in many cases exceeded - the expectations at 
the beginning of the project. Timeliness during the course of the project was excellent and 
responses to technical inquiries were answered in terminology that was easily understood - 
despite my lack of expertise in software development.
I highly recommend Pavel and the Citronium team for software development!

Project Manager at Robert Bosch Battery Systems (formerly Cobasys)

RANDY LEDOUX
We’ve done several related projects with the Citronium team. They are very professional, 
easy to work with, and responsive to any bugs/modifications that may arise. Based on their 
skill sets and responsiveness we will be working with them long into the future.

CEO at CAFM Resources

FREDDY MAY
I would like to accord a big thank to the team Citronium for being so cooperative in 
implementing highest professional software solutions for my company. I was surprised 
with having such results in shortest period of time from not a big company. Your team has 
manifested the ultimate operational excellence and personal competence and 
responsibility. The modern design and a new vision of software solutions made all 
components are truly visually appealing.

Founder, CEO at Codio

http://citronium.com
Todd Dunning

1002 Misty Lane, Belmont, California 94002
P: (949) 395- 2309

E: todd.dunning@citronium.com
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